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(Receiced 11 March 1969) 
$1. INTRODUCTIOS 
EQUIVARIANT K-theory provides a powerful tool for studying equivariant maps. As an 
illustration this note examines certain equivariant maps between spheres, which arise by 
applying a generalization of the Hopf construction to symmetric maps S” x . ’ . x S” -+ S”. 
Definitions. Let (Sri))) denote the Cartesian product of m copies of the n-sphere S”, 
II > 0. A map f: (.Sn)m -+ S” is symmetric if f(x,(,,, . . . , .‘c,,,,) =f(x,, . . . , x,) for all per- 
mutations u in the symmetric group S(m). The fvpe of the symmetric map f is the degree 
of the map x -+f(.~, e, . . . , e) on S”, where e denotes a base point. 
The study of symmetric maps on spheres was initiated by James in [7]. He proved 
that for m > 1 and n eren there are only symmetric maps of type 0. For n o&I James showed 
the existence of a positive integer km,“, having no prime factors exceeding m, so that q is 
the type of a symmetric map (S”)“’ --) S” if and only if km,” divides 4. 
The goal of this paper is the following lower bound to km* ” for n = 2t + 1 odd: 
THEOREM 1.1. The James number k”, 2tf1 . IS divisible by all the integers nz’, (m - I)‘, 
. . . ) 2’. 
Since a symmetric map of nz variables restricts to symmetric maps of any smaller 
number of variables, it suffices to prove the divisibility by m’: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let f: (Sri))) -+ S” be a symmetric map of type q, n = 2t + 1 o&I. Then 
m’ divides q. 
The proof of this result breaks into the following stages. A suitable generalization of 
the Hopf construction, applied to the symmetric map f: (S”)‘” --, S”, yields an equivariant 
map g: S’ -+ S” between spheres on which G = S(m) acts linearly. (In the case of 2 factors I 
intend the classical Hopf construction, and owe this construction of equivariant maps to 
Glen Bredon.) Moreover the restriction of g to the fixed point sets is a map g’ of degree 
mq between n-spheres. Next one can apply I&-theory to obtain the fact that mtil divides 
the degree of g’; the final computations are carried out in the representation ring of the 
symmetric group. 
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Recently Ucci [1 1] has obtained a substantial louver bound to km* “’ ’ by studying the 
KO-theory of symmetric products of spheres. His result is that 2’-““‘(3.5 ... p)’ divides 
k mv *‘+‘, where 3, 5? . . . , p are the odd primes s;m and q(r) is the number of integers s, 
0 < s s r, with s = 0, 1, 2 or 4 mod 8. Apart from an occasional factor of 2, this is a con- 
sequence of Theorem 1.1 .z 
It is a very difficult problem in cohomotopy theory to obtain sharp upper bounds to 
km~2’r1. This has been done in two cases: l,-2Vrr’1 = 24’(*‘) [S] and k3,‘“’ = 2’(“‘3’ [12]. 
It is also interesting to consider maps f: (S”)“’ -+ S” ivhich are invariant under the 
group Z, of cyclic permutations, called cyclically symmetric maps. For p an’odd prime, the 
method of this paper leads to the conclusion that the type of a cyclically symmetric map 
f: (S2tf1)p -+ S*“’ is a multiple of p’. Ucci informs me that he has shown this, and can 
moreover prove the existence of such a map of type p’, thereby settling the problem of 
James in these cases. 
The Hopf construction is discussed in detail in $2, and leads to a problem about 
equivariant maps between spheres. In 93 we collect the necessary facts about equivariant 
K-theory which are needed to examine the problem just mentioned. Theorem 1.2 is proved 
in $4, as a consequence of some computations in the representation ring of the symmetric 
group S(m). 
I would like to thank W. S. Massey and D. S. Passman for very helpful conversations. 
82. THE HOPF COSSTRUCTIOX 
Given a map f: X, x X1 -+ Y, the classical Hopf construction yields a map H(J): 
X, * X2 --+ S Y ([6, p. 1991). Here X, * X2 is the join of X, and X, formed from X, x X2 x 
[0, l] by making identifications [x,, x2, 0] = [x,, x1’, 0] and [x,, x1, l] = [x1’, x2, 11, and 
the suspension SY results from Y x [0, 1] by making identifications [y, t] = [y’, t] for 
t = 0 or 1; then N(f) sends [x,, x2, t] to [f(x,, x,), t]. Bredon has observed that when 
X, = X, andf(x,, x2) =f(x,, x,) the map H(f) commutes with the involutions on X, * X2 
and S Y given by [x,, x1, r] + [x2, x,, 1 - t] and [y, t] -+ [J,, 1 - t], resp. 
For the rest of this section we shall fix a symmetric map f: (Sri))) --f S” of type q with 
n = 2t + 1. Put G = S(m), and for an orthogonal or unitary representation V of G let 
S(V) = the unit sphere in V, and C(V) = the one-point compactification of V with base 
point co. Thus C(V) E S( V@ R), and one may also define C(V) as the quotient space 
B( V)/S( V) of the unit ball in V. Let P denote the real permutation representation of G on R”, 
and let Q be the hyperplane defined by the equation Xxi = 0 so that as representations 
P = Q @ R. Finally we write Q, for the complexification of Q. 
By applying a generalization of the Hopf construction to f: (Sri))) + S” we are going 
to obtain an equivariant base-point preserving map 
: Ze(“) so 2’+’ or 2’ according as I G 1 , 2 or I = 3, 4 (mod 3). The divisibility by 2“““’ was first proved 
in [SI (see also [5]). For a proof in the spirit of this paper see [91. 
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(2.1) g: E((t + I)Qc 0 C’l) --+E(QC 0 c-l) 
so that the restriction of g to the fixed point sets is a map g’: Z(C’-i) +X(Crll) of degree 
mq (q is the type of the symmetric map f). In the remaining sections we will show that 
tn’+’ 1 deg(g’), from which it follows that m’ j q. 
A map H(f): S” * ... * S” -+ S” * S”-I is defined as follows. Let Am-i c R” be the 
standard (M - I)-simplex consisting of vectors (f,. . . . , f,,J with ti 2 0 and Cti = 1. By 
recalling the definition of the m-fold join we see that H(f) can be defined by requiring that 
the following diagram be commutative: 
(S”)rn x Am-1 rxi, S” x Am-l 
!-* 17: 
y.+....+~nI(J~S~*sp,~-l 
The maps rri and rr2 are identification maps: 
n*((xi>3 Cti>) = nl((~yi’), Cfi)) 
if xi = _yi’ whenever ti > O,$ and 
rc2 (x, (ti))= rc2 (x’, (ti)) if (ti) E dA”-’ 
Observe that c’Am-’ is an (m - 2)-sphere and that this identification space of S” x Am-i 
is identical to the join s” * SAM-i. The point is that the identifications in (S”)m x Ame1 all 
take place over dA”-‘, and hence the map H(f) is well-defined. 
Let S(m) act on (Sri))) and on Ame1 c R”’ = P in the standard fashion, and let S(m) 
act trivially on S”. Then f x 1 commutes with the resulting diagonai actions, and H(j) 
is an equivariant map with respect to the induced actions on the identification spaces. 
LEMMA 2.2. The restriction of H(f) to. thejixed point sets is a map of degree mq between 
n-spheres. 
Proof. This restriction is the map xHf(x, . . . , x), i.e. the composition 
S” 4 S” x . ..x S n / --+S”. 
To see that A of has degree mq, let u E H”(Y) be the generator. Then (using the Kiinneth 
formula) f*(n) = q(u 0 1 @ .. @ 1 + . + 1 0 ...@ 1 @ u) and so ADIEU = (mq)u 
proving the lemma. 
Now observe that H(f) is an equivariant map from S((n + 1) P) = S((n + 1) Q @ R”+‘) 
into S(Q @ R”+‘), in view of the various actions of S(nz) defined so far (JAW-’ is 
equivariantly homeomorphic to S(Q)). Since Z(V) = S( V @ R), if we assume (as we may) 
that f(e, . . . , e) = e for a base point e E S”, it follows that H(f) is a base-point preserving 
equivariant map. 
(2.3) H(f): X((n + 1)Q 0 R”) -+ C(Q 0 R”). 
The map (2.1) is now achieved by following the inclusion map 
Z((2t + 2)Q @ R”+‘) --) Z((2t -t 3)Q @ R”“) 
‘; One customarily writes 2 I, xl for the point T;,((.Y~), ((,I) of the join. 
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with the map 
~((~~~~)~OR’)AZ(Q+R)~~~(OOR”)A~(~~R) 
and recalling ihat 0, denotes the complexified representation and n = 2t f 1. The re- 
striction of the composition g to the fixed point sets has degree mq in view of (2.2). This 
completes the conversion to a problem about equivariant maps between spheres. 
93. EQUIVARIANT K-THEORY 
The problem under consideration falls into the following setting. Let V be a complexit 
representation of a finite group G, trot corrtainitrg tile trivial representation. Fix r > 0 and 
consider equivariant maps 
(3.1) g: X((r t l)Y@ CS) -tX(rV@ C’) 
with r, s > 0 arbitrary. By restriction to the fixed point sets one obtains a map g’: E:(C) --+ 
E(C) of ‘s-spheres. For given V and t > 0, which integers occur as degree (g’) for such 
maps g ? 
E.uutuple. Let G = Z, and let P’ be the non-trivial renl linear representation of Z2, 
For equivariant maps g: E((r + n) V@ R') + X(rY@ R") with n > 0, the integers which 
occur as degree (g’) are precisely the multiples of: 
2’~(“-‘)+’ ifIr $0 mod 4 
2Y(“-1)+2 if nE 0 mod 4 
(see [j] or [9]). Recalling that li” “‘i = 2r(“) [8], an application of the Hopf construction 
to a symmetric mapf: S*‘+’ x S2’+’ -+ .S*‘+” of type 2P(2t) yields ([5]) an equivariant map 
g = N(f) with n = 2t + 1 for which g’ has degree 2rp(“-1)f’. 
We shall apply &-theory to the equivariant map (3.1), and so we shall recall from [3] 
and [IO] a few facts about equivariant K-theory. Fix a finite group G, and for a compact 
G-space X let KG(X) denote the Grothendieck group of complex G-vector bundles over X. 
The tensor product of G-vector bundles makes KG(X) a ring. A G-vector bundle over a 
point is a complex G-module, hence &(pt) is the representation ring R(G) of G. Moreover 
KG(X) becomes a module over R(G) and an equivariant map f: X- Y induces a ring 
homomorphism of R(G)-modules f *: KG(Y) --f KG(X). If X is a trivial G-space then there 
is a natural isomorphism K(X) 0 R(G) z K,(X). 
If X has an invariant base point x0, one defines k,(X) to be the kernel of the restriction 
homomorphism K,(X) +&(x0). Moreover, if Y is a locally compact G-space with one- 
point compactification Y+ put K,(Y) = R,( Y’). 
We shall apply the periodicity theorem in the form given by Xtiyah in [4], in order 
to study I?,(?=( I+‘)) = KG(W) for complex G-representations W. From the exterior powers of 
W one constructs a class i.,, E KJ W), which restricts to i.-i(W) = I(- l)‘(i.‘W) E R(G) = 
K&O)). 
tt The problem is better posed in terms of rcnl representations, but complex representations are 
better suited to the intended application. 
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THEOREM 3.3 (Atiyah): For a locall> cotrlppuct G-space Y and cotvpfex G-nlodde W, 
tmtlriplicariotr by the class i,,. E K6( &V) defines an isott2orphisttz 
f&(Y) --t &( Y x W) 
In particular &( LV) is a free R(G)-module on the one generator E.,, . If W = W, @ W2 
then the restriction i*: KG(W) + &(W,) carries L, to L_,(PPPz) i.,,. 
Since the exterior powers of a G-vector bundle are again G-vector bundles, there are 
exterior power operations j.’ m KG(X). One may then define Adams operations [l] 9”: 
K,(X) -+ K,(X), k > 0, by putting $” = P,(E.‘, . . . , J.k) where the polynomial Pk expresses 
the kth symmetric power Z:.uik in terms of elementary symmetric functions in the variables 
xi. The operations Ic/” are natural and are ring homomorphisms. 
In order to evaluate the operations II/” on KJ H’) for a complex G-module H’, it suffices 
to know $“(J+,) and the action of pi/” on R(G). In view of the periodicity theorem we may 
define classes p”(W) E R(G) by the formula 
Ic/‘(ily) = p”( PV) . i.,,.. 
Notice that p”( W, @ W2) = p”(W,) . pk(W2) and also i._,(CV, @ Lt/z) = LL( W,) . i._,(W2), 
” . 
since +l . I.-w2 = /-WI @IV2 in KG(WL 0 WJ. 
We now return to the equivariant map (3.1) and form the commutative diagram of 
G-spaces with base points 
Z(C) -+X((r + t)V@ C’) 
(3.3) J(l, 19 
E.(C) -+C(r V @ C’) 
Then apply &-theory and the periodicity theorem to obtain a diagram of R(G)-module 
homomorphisms 
’ Ir+’ R(G)+-- R(G) 
(3.4) tr’ 1r 
R(G) cx=--R(G) 
where 1. = L1( V’) E R(G), r’ is multiplication by the degree of g’ and I-(i) = u say. Since IY 
arises from g* by applying the periodicity theorem, it follows that 
(3.5) p”(V)’ . 2I 7 p”( v)p+r . $“(r) 
for all k > 0. From (3.4) we see that 
(3.6) deg(g’) . 2’ = Y . T.‘+t 
in R(G). In the next section we shall see how deg(g’) is restricted by (3.5) and (3.6). 
$4. PROOF OF (1.2) 
From a symmetric map f: (S’)m -+ S” of type q with n = 2t + 1 we constructed in $2 
the map g of (2.1) whose restriction to the fixed point sets g’ has degree nzq. To prove (1.2) 
it suffices to show that mLC1 1 deg(g’), provided t > 0. 
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We continue the notation of 93, letting G = S(m) and Cr = 0,. Then i. = E._,(Q,) E 
R(S(m)). Recall that R(G) may be identified with a ring of complex-valued class functions 
on G via the character. In S(m) two permutations are conjugate if and only if they have the 
same cycle structure. We refer to the proof of [2, Prop. 1.91 for the following result. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Qc be the invariant hyperplane in the complex permutation represen- 
tation of S(m) on Cm dejned by 2.~~ = 0. As a classfirnction on S(m), ;._,(Q,) canishes on 
composite classes and takes the value m on m-cycles. 
Here is a converse statement. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let z E R(S(m)) and suppose that as a class fimcrion x vanishes on com- 
posite classes. Then r is a multiple of I._,(Q,). 
Proof. This is an easy exercise in character theory. Let 1 denote the principal character 
of S(m), let IS be an m-cycle and observe that there are (m - l)! m-cycles in S(m). The inner 
product 
1 
CT, l) = IS(m)I .r-pm; - CZ(Y)l(S) 
is integral and takes the value r(o)/m, hence a(a) is a multiple of 177. The result now follows 
from (4.1). 
We can now prore that m’ ( de&‘). Simply evaluate (3.6) at an m-cycle CJ of S(m) to 
conclude that 
rzr . deg(g’) = ,vJ’+ ’ a(o) 
Then u(a) is necessarily a rational integer and we obtain 
(4.3) deg(g’) = m’ U(O). 
In fact we shall continue to show that CL vanishes on composite classes and so, by (4.2), 
~(a) is a multiple of nz and mtfl 1 deg(g’). For this we shall apply (3.5). 
LEMMA 4.4. Let G be ajnite group, x E R(G) and x E G. Then $“(I) (x) = ~(2). Hence 
$‘(x) = x ifkz 1 mod [Cl. 
Proof. Without loss of generality replace G by the cyclic subgroup generated by x. 
Then x = .Zni xi for suitable linear characters xi and I/&) = Zni $“(;ci) = Xnixik, hence 
$“(x)(x) = Zni x,“(x) = Cn, ~~(2) = x(x”) as desired. (Note the analo,y with the splitting 
principle.) 
LEMMA 4.5. Let G be a finite group and W a complex G-module with associated homo- 
morphism x + xw from G to Aut(W). Let Ed, . . . , E, denote the eigencalues of xw not equal 
to 1, and let W” denote the subspace of Wjxedpointwise by xIy . Then 
pk( W)(x) = kdimlYX iJJ (1 - Eik)/(I - Ei). 
Hence p”(W)(x) = kdimwYx ifk= 1 mod IG/. 
Proof. We begin with the observation that for a linear representation L of G one has 
p”(L) = 1 + L + .a* + Lk-‘. This follows by considering the “ universal example,” namely 
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the standard representation H of U(l) on C. Then i., in Kc,, , (H) restricts to 1 - H in 
R(U(l) and so tik(l+r) = pk(H)& restricts to 1 - Hk = (1 + H t . . f Hk-‘)( 1 - H). Since 
X(U(I)) has no zero-divisors we see that pk(H) = 1 + Hi ... + H”-’ and the same holds 
for L by naturality. 
As in the previous lemma, we now suppose that G is cyclic with generator .r, hence W 
decomposes as a direct sum W = CdimWX @ L, @ ... 0 L, so that x is represented as multi- 
plication by ci on Li. Then 
p”(W) = ,@+n;= I p”(L,) 
and as a character pk(L,)(x) = 1 + &i + +. + .$-I = (1 - &F)/(l - 8,). If k = 1 mod IGI 
then tik = ci and this yields the final statement of the lemma, 
We can now prove that u E R(S(m)) canishes on composite classes. Let nl = m, + ... 
+m, be a partition of m with d > 1 and let x E S(m) break up into disjoint cycles of lengths 
m,, . . ..m*. Then for the permutation representation P we have dim P” = d, hence 
dim ecx = d - 1 > 0. Apply (3.5) with k = 1 mod IS(m)/ and li > 1 to obtain, in view of 
(4.4) and (4.5), the equation 
k r(d - I’@) = k” + C)(J - ‘)@) 
Since t > 0 this implies that a(x) = 0 as desired. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is complete. 
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